Lampshade Cover measures about 8"
[20.5 cm] high, 9" [23 cm] diameter
and 28" [71 cm] circumference.

Notes

1. Lampshade cover is worked from
the top downwards. There will be
approximately a ½” [1.5 cm] edge
overlapping the top of the shade.
2. Fringe is attached to bottom of
shade.
3. Lampshade cover is worked in
continuous rounds.
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Designed by Heather Lodinksy

LAMPSHADE COVER

What you will need:
RED HEART® Scrubby
Smoothie: 2 balls 9313 Loofa
Susan Bates® Crochet Hook:
5.5mm [US I-9]
Barrel-shaped lampshade
(note: shade used in pattern
is about 8" [20.5 cm] tall with
9" [23 cm] diameter), stitch
markers, yarn needle.
GAUGE: 14 sts = 4" [10 cm];
16 rounds = 4" [10 cm] in
sc (single crochet). CHECK
YOUR GAUGE. Use any size
hook to obtain the gauge.

RED HEART®
Scrubby Smoothie,
Art.E867 available
in solid color 3.5 oz (100 g),
153 yd (140 m); prints 3 oz (85
g), 131 yd (120 m) balls

Coastline
Lampshade Cover
Add a bit of texture to a plain
lampshade with this fringed cover.
We’ve used a neutral color cotton yarn,
but depending on needs of your room,
it is perfect for adding a pop of color.

Ch 88; being careful not to twist ch, join
with slip st in first ch to form a circle.
Round 1 (right side): Sc in next ch and
each ch around, working last ch in same
ch as joining slip st; do not join. Work in
continuous rounds (spiral).
Place a marker in the last stitch of the
round and move the marker up as each
round is completed.
Round 2 (increase round): [Sc in next 7
sts, 2 sc in next st] 11 times—99 sc.
Round 3 (turning edge): Working in
back loops only, sc in each st around.
Rounds 4–10: Sc in each st around.
Piece should measure about 2" [5 cm]
from Round 3 (turning edge). Slip st in
next st and move end of round marker
to the slip st just made to establish a
new end of round. Continue to move
marker up as each round is completed.
Round 11 (treble round): Ch 4 (counts
as tr), working in back loops only, tr in
next st and each st around; join with slip
st in top of beginning ch-4.
Round 12: Working in back loops only,
sc in each st around.

Rounds 13–19: Sc in each st around.
Piece should measure about 2" [5 cm]
from Round 11 (treble round). Slip st in
next st and move end of round marker
to the slip st just made. Continue to
move marker up as each round is
completed.
Rounds 13–19: Sc in each st around.
Rounds 20 and 21: Repeat Rounds 11
and 12.
Round 22: Sc in each st around.
Repeat Round 22 until piece measures
about 8" [20.5 cm] from Round 3
(turning edge).
Fasten off.

FINISHING

Weave in ends. Slip lampshade cover
over top of barrel-shaped lampshade.
Cut 6" [15 cm] pieces of yarn for fringe.
*Hold 2 strands of yarn together and fold
them in half, insert hook in a stitch along
bottom edge of lampshade cover, draw
fold through edge to form a loop, thread
ends of strands into the loop and pull
to tighten (one fringe attached); repeat
from * to attach a fringe in every stitch
around bottom edge.
How to Adapt this Pattern to another
Size Barrel-Shaped Lampshade
1. Measure the circumference (outside
edge) of barrel-shaped lampshade
and multiply this number by 3.5. If
necessary, round up to the nearest
whole number.
continued...
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2. Subtract 10 for the number of chains
to start.
3. Work 1 round of sc, then increase 10
sc evenly around.
4. Continue to work as for pattern,
working the 2 rows of treble crochet
about ⅓ and ⅔ down from the top of
the turning ridge.
5. Different size lampshade covers may
require a different number of balls of
yarn.

ABBREVIATIONS

ch = chain; sc = single crochet; st(s) =
stitch(es); tr = treble crochet; [ ] = work
directions in brackets the number of
times specified; * = repeat whatever
follows the * as indicated.
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